During a range expansion, deleterious mutations can "surf" on the colonisation front. The resultant decrease in fitness is known as expansion load. An Allee effect is known to reduce the loss of genetic diversity of expanding populations, by changing the nature of the expansion from "pulled" to "pushed". We study the impact of an Allee effect on the formation of an expansion load with a new model, in which individuals have the genetic structure of a Muller's ratchet. A key feature of Muller's ratchet is that the population fatally accumulates deleterious mutations due to the stochastic loss of the fittest individuals, an event called a click of the ratchet. We observe fast clicks of the ratchet at the colonization front owing to small population size, followed by a slow fitness recovery due to migration of fit individuals from the bulk of the population, leading to a transient expansion load. For large population size, we are able to derive quantitative features of the expansion wave, such as the wave speed and the frequency of individuals carrying a given number of mutations. Using simulations, we show that the presence of an Allee effect reduces the rate at which clicks occur at the front, and thus reduces the expansion load.
Introduction
Gene surfing and expansion load. The genetics of range expansion is a complex topic that has attracted much attention. In a pioneering work, [9] reported that during a range expansion a neutral mutant appearing in the front of an expansion could rapidly spread over a vast region of space. This phenomenon was further studied in [30] and dubbed gene surfing, see Figure 1 for an illustration. Gene surfing originates from two features of range expansions. First, the population density is lower at the range's margin than in its core, where the population has had more time to grow to carrying capacity. Thus genetic drift is stronger at the edge of the range, and a neutral mutant that appears there can rapidly reach a high local frequency. Second, population spread can be caricatured by successive founding events, where a few individuals migrate to an empty habitat and grow a new subpopulation. Individuals living at the edge are more likely to be recruited to (a) (b) (c) Figure 1 : Illustration of gene surfing: (a) a mutant (in green) appears in the front of an expanding population; (b) the mutant rapidly reaches fixation in the front; (c) the mutant offspring further expand, leading to a clear allele segregation.
found these new subpopulations as they are spatially closer to the empty habitats. In other words, individuals that form the subsequent front are sampled from the current front, not from the bulk. Combining these two features, the initial increase in frequency of the mutant at the front (which is caused by strong genetic drift) gets amplified by the successive resampling from the front, and the mutant can reach a high frequency over a large spatial area, see Figure 1 , panel (c). Gene surfing is now a well-understood phenomenon, that has been assessed both theoretically [9, 30, 47, 25] , and empirically using microbial growth experiments [27, 26] or naturally occuring genetic data [21] . See [11, 12] for reviews of this topic. The very first step of the surfing phenomenon is the local increase in frequency of an allele at the front, resulting from the increased growth rate when population density is low. Increased genetic drift at the front makes reaching fixation easier for both neutral and deleterious mutants. Hence it is not surprising that deleterious mutations can also surf [47] . As deleterious mutations are more frequent than beneficial ones [13] , it has been predicted and assessed in [39] that fitness at the front is decreasing during a range expansion, due to successive surfing of deleterious mutations along the expansion axis. This reduction in fitness due to range expansion is known as expansion load. Expansion load is thus the additional fitness disadvantage that a population has accumulated during a range expansion, due to a reduced ability of selection to purge deleterious mutations, see [41] for a review. While expansion load has been clearly highlighted using simulations [39, 38, 40, 18] , genomic evidence of an expansion load remains a debated topic [7, 44] . The presence of an expansion load has been reported in human populations after the Out of Africa expansion [28, 42] , and in plants [20, 49] , see [41] for a review. From a genetic perspective, an Allee effect increases the "effective population size" of the front. Individuals that leave the largest number of offspring are either located in the front in the pulled case, or towards the bulk in the pushed case. Thus, we expect that only the very few individuals far in the front contribute to the genetic pool of the population in a pulled wave, leading to a more drastic loss of diversity than in a pushed wave, see Figure 2 for an illustration. Several theoretical studies have assessed the impact of an Allee effect on the genetics of range expansion [43, 17, 25, 5] in a neutral setting, let us briefly review their results.
The authors of [25] considered a stochastic particle system modelling range expansion, and studied the fixation probability of individuals in the front as a function of their locations. Using both simulations and analytical approximations, they provided an expression for the fixation probability, and showed that it reaches a maximum at a location which is shifting towards the bulk of the population as the strength of the Allee effect increases. In [43, 17] the authors considered a deterministic partial differential equation analogous to the celebrated Fisher-KPP equation [16, 31] , which has been widely used to model invading populations. They divided the total population into several neutral fractions, and studied the long-term fate of these fractions. They proved that in the pulled case, only the fraction closest to the front is able to follow the expansion, and that all other fractions are left behind. In the long run, the population is only composed of the offspring of the individuals that were initially closest to the front. Conversely in the pushed case all fractions are able to follow the expansion. Asymptotically, all individuals in the population leave progeny that live in the front. The long-term contribution to the front of the various initial fractions can be computed explicitly, with an expression consistent with the approximate fixation probability found in [25] . Finally, [5] used simulations and analytical approximations to study the rate of loss of genetic diversity during a range expansion. They showed that, as the strength of the Allee effect increases, the loss of genetic diversity is slowed down.
All the above studies consistently find that an Allee effect impedes gene surfing, and rescues the genetic diversity in the front of an expanding population. Expansion load originates from successive surfing of deleterious mutants, we thus expect the presence of an Allee effect to reduce expansion load. Nevertheless, the impact of an Allee effect on expansion load has never been explicitly tested. All existing theoretical studies on expansion load assume logistic growth of the population, in particular no Allee effect [39, 40, 38] . Moreover, the only analytical results available for these models have been derived using a serial founder approximation. In this approximation, the front is supposed to be genetically isolated from the bulk, and at each time-step, a new front is formed by sampling a few individuals from the previous front and letting them grow logistically. Even if this approach yields good approximations of the mean fitness at the front, it misses the continuous gene flow between the bulk and the front that occurs during range expansion, especially in the presence of an Allee effect. The objectives of the present work are thus twofold. First we aim to study the impact of an Allee effect on the expansion load. Second, we aim to build a model that is more amenable to continuous space techniques, in order to take into account the entire dynamics of the expanding population.
A spatial Muller's ratchet. In order to keep the genetic structure of the population as simple as possible, we consider a genetic dynamics similar to that of [24] , leading to a Muller's ratchet [15, 37] . Muller's ratchet is a mechanism that was first proposed as an explanation for the evolution of recombination, it can be formulated as follows. Consider a population of finite size that can only accumulate deleterious mutations over time. As mutations are negatively selected but permanently introduced, without drift the population should reach a mutation-selection equilibrium. Nevertheless, due to genetic drift all individuals without mutations are eventually lost. At such a time, in the absence of recombination, the minimal number of mutations in the population is permanently increased by one. We say that the ratchet has clicked. At each click of the ratchet the fitness of the population is decreased and successive clicks of the ratchet should drive it towards extinction. In the presence of recombination, chromosomes without mutations can be recreated by recombining two chromosomes with mutations at different loci, rescuing the population from the ratchet, and thus giving recombination a selective advantage.
In our context, we consider an expanding population where individuals can only accumulate deleterious mutations, without possible reversion or recombination. Due to higher genetic drift at the front, we expect the ratchet to click more often in the front than in the bulk. Successive rapid clicks of the ratchet at the front should then decrease the fitness of the population leading to an expansion load. Let us spell out the dynamics of the model more precisely.
Methods
Description of the model. We consider a population of non-recombining individuals each carrying a single chromosome. The population is subdivided in demes indexed by Z. Each individual is entirely characterized by the number of deleterious mutations it carries and its spatial location. We record as n i,k (t) the number of individuals carrying k ≥ 0 mutations in deme i ∈ Z at time t ∈ R + , and let N i (t) = ∑ k≥0 n i,k (t) be the total population size in deme i. Thus the vector (n i,k (t); i ∈ Z, k ≥ 0) contains all the information about the population at time t.
Time is continuous and individuals can reproduce, die or migrate according to the following rules. An individual located in deme i and carrying k mutations gives birth to a new individual at rate λ k (N i ), and dies at rate δ(N i ), where
The offspring is located in the same deme as its parent. With probability 1 − µ, it inherits the same number of mutations as its parent, and with probability µ, it accumulates an additional one. Finally each individual migrates at rate m, and goes to one of the two nearest demes with equal probability. Let us provide an intuitive description of equation (1) and of the parameters of the model. All deleterious mutations have the same fitness effect s > 0, and fitness is multiplicative across loci. If B = 0, we recover a stochastic version of the usual logistic growth, where r is the Malthusian growth parameter and N is a scaling parameter that can be thought of as the local carrying capacity of the population. Taking B > 0 introduces a density-dependence in the growth rate of the population. We think of B as a cooperation parameter, where cooperation acts on the overall growth rate of the population, which will tune the strength of the Allee effect. Notice that the function n → λ 0 (n) − δ(n) reaches its maximum for n = max(0, N (B−1)
2B
). Thus, for B ≤ 1, the per-capita growth rate is maximal for u = 0, i.e., there is no Allee effect, while for B > 1, we see an Allee effect. Increasing B increases the strength of that Allee effect, as it further shifts the location of the maximal per-capita growth rate to higher population density. This parametrization of the Allee effect is similar to the one considered in [5] .
Large population scalings.
As is usual in population genetics, in order to obtain analytical results about our model, we consider a large population size scaling. We begin with the deterministic infinite population limit. For a fixed value of N , let (n N i,k (t); t ≥ 0, i ∈ Z, k ≥ 0) be a realization of the above model, with population size parameter N and migration rate m N . Let L be a space renormalization parameter, and for i ∈ Z and x = i/L set
and interpolate the function u N k (·, t) linearly between the points {i/L : i ∈ Z}. Then a standard generator calculation (see Appendix A.1) suggests that provided the initial condition converges, and m N /L 2 → m, then, as N, L → ∞, (u N k ) k≥0 converges to the solution of
started from the corresponding initial condition. In what follows, we will always assume that selection is weak, and that mutation is low, i.e., that s, µ ≪ 1. To the first order in s and µ, the above equation becomes
The previous limit is deterministic and thus does not take genetic drift into account and we do not observe gene surfing. By retaining terms up to order 1/N in a generator calculation, we can derive a diffusion approximation for our model that accounts for finite size fluctuations, see Appendix A.2. Interpreting N as the population density, under a diffusive scaling, when N is large, the process (u k ) k≥0 is approximated by the following system of stochastic partial differential equations
where (Ẇ k ) k≥0 are independent space-time white noises. The above two limits have been obtained by qualitative comparison of the generator of (u N k ) k≥0 for large N . We do not prove the convergence of the process to any of these limiting objects, which is a highly non-trivial problem. Nevertheless, see [8, 36] for rigorous treatments of similar convergence results.
Simulation setup. When started from a finite number of individuals, our model is a simple continuous-time Markov chain that we simulate using the following classical algorithm: at each iteration of the algorithm, we compute the total transition ratew of the population and increment the time t by an exponential variable with mean 1/w. The transition that occurs is then chosen independently with probability proportional to the transition rates. Notice that t will always refer to the "actual time" of the simulation and not to the number of iterations. In each simulation, at t = 0 only the first 30 demes are occupied, all other demes are empty. The initial number of individuals in the occupied demes, and the distribution of the number of mutations, is chosen according to their deterministic equilibrium value, computed in (6) . We restricted the spatial domain to 500 demes and used reflecting boundary conditions for the migration, i.e., individuals are not allowed to move outside the domain.
Estimation of the click rate. In order to estimate the click rate, we need to determine from the simulation the moment when the ratchet has clicked. Let us denote by n max k (t) the location of the furthest individual carrying k mutations at time t, defined as n max k (t) = max{i ∈ Z : n i,k (t) > 0}. We define the approximate first click time T 1 of the ratchet as
In words, T 1 is the first moment when individuals with one mutation get ahead of individuals with no mutations, and will get d demes ahead before being caught up. We set d = 30 by observing from the simulations that once n max 1 − n max 0 > d, it is very unlikely that the inner wave catches up the front of expansion before the population has colonized the entire habitat.
In order to obtain the mean time to the first click, we averaged T 1 over many simulations for various parameter values. Once the population has expanded, most of the events that occur are reproduction events in the bulk. (There are many more individuals in the bulk of the population than in the front.) These events are not relevant for the computation of the click time as individuals far in the bulk will never be able to reach the front. In order to speed up the simulations, we only consider a frame of width d co-moving with the front. (Recall that d has been chosen large enough so that individuals d demes behind the front will not be able to reach it.) We set the birth, death and migration rates of all individuals in deme i such that i < n max 1 − d to 0 (and also prevent individuals in deme n max 1 − d from migrating to the left).
Two-dimensional simulations. In the two-dimensional simulations, at t = 0 a five by five square of demes is occupied in the centre of the habitat and all other demes are empty. The number of individuals in these demes is chosen as in the one-dimensional case according to the deterministic values computed in (6) . The simulation is run until t = 150. (Recall that t = 150 refers to the "actual time" of the simulation, and not to a number of iterations.) We want to record the number of clicks of the ratchet at the colonization time in each deme. One naive way of doing this could be to record for each deme the number of mutations of the first individual that migrates to this deme. However this would produce an extremely noisy picture. Even if the ratchet has not clicked yet, many individuals in the front carry mutations and could by chance migrate first to a new deme. In order to reduce this noise, we have chosen to look at the population at each time unit of the "actual time", i.e., at t = 1, 2, . . . , 150, and to record the least number of mutations in each newly colonized deme. More precisely, let n i,j;k (t) denote the number of individuals carrying k mutations in deme (i, j), and let N i,j be the total number of individuals in deme (i, j). We define the colonization time t col i,j and number of clicks at colonization k col i,j in deme (i, j) to be 
Results

Analysis of the deterministic limit
In this section we study the set of reaction-diffusion equations that we obtained by taking the deterministic scaling of the model, namely
Similar reaction-diffusion equations have been widely used to model biological invasions [43, 16] . They are usually studied through their travelling wave solutions. In our context, a travelling wave solution to (3) is a solution (u k ) k≥0 that can be written
where c > 0 is the wave speed and
is the wave shape. A travelling wave solution is thus a constant wave form ( u k ) k≥0 that is shifted at a constant speed c towards the positive reals. Additionally, we impose that the solution connects two stationary points of (3), i.e., that
where (u + k ) k≥0 and (u − k ) k≥0 are two homogeneous solutions to (3) . Let us first study the non-spatial equivalent of (3) to obtain the homogeneous solutions of the system.
Equilibrium of the non-spatial system. Let us consider the following non-spatial version of (3),
Equivalently, this system can be reformulated in terms of the total population size U and of the vector (p k ) k≥0 = (u k /U ) k≥0 giving the frequencies of the different types, that we call the genetic composition of the population. Equation (4) is then equivalent to
Up to the non-constant population size, equation (5) has already been derived in [10] to describe dynamics of the frequencies of individuals carrying different numbers of mutations in Muller's ratchet.
It is straightforward to see that if (u * k ) k≥0 is a stationary point of (4), then either it is the trivial null equilibrium, or there exists some
where θ = µ/s. Thus, at the equilibrium, the population size is U * = 1 − 2µ − k 0 s, and the number of mutations has a Poisson distribution with parameter θ, shifted by k 0 , where k 0 is the number of mutations of the best class.
Recall that a travelling wave solution should connect two stationary points of (4). From the above calculation, we conclude that (3) has at most two different types of travelling waves: 1) travelling waves that connect the null equilibrium with a non-trivial equilibrium of the form (6); 2) a wave connecting two equilibria of the form (6) for different values of k 0 . The former travelling wave corresponds to the expansion of a population in an empty available habitat. We call it a population travelling wave. The latter wave corresponds to the invasion of fitter individuals in a region where the ratchet has clicked. The total population size remains almost constant, but the genetic composition of the population shifts from one Poisson equilibrium to the other. We call it a genetic travelling wave. Let us now study these two kinds of waves separately.
Population travelling wave. We first prove the existence of population travelling waves. We can write (3) in terms of the total population size and of the genetic composition. Equation (3) is
) .
Suppose that the initial genetic composition is Poisson with parameter θ for all x ∈ R. Then, as the Poisson distribution is a stationary point of (4), (p k ) k≥0 remains Poisson for all x, t, and the equation for U now reads
Up to a scaling in time and space, the above equation has already been considered in [5, 23] , and we know from [23] that it admits a travelling wave solution for all speeds c ≥ c 0 , where c 0 is given by
Thus, if U is the wave form of a travelling wave solution with speed c of (8), then
is a population travelling wave solution to (3) . In this case, for B ≤ 2/(1−2µ), the population wave is pulled, as it has the same minimal speed as the linearized version of (3), while for B ≥ 2/(1−2µ) the wave is pushed. In addition to the existence of travelling wave solutions to (8) , there exist several results concerning the convergence to these travelling waves for various initial conditions, see e.g. Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 4.3 from [1] . These results can be directly adapted to the solutions of (3), started from a Poisson genetic composition. As a remark, the above population travelling wave connects the null equilibrium with the equilibrium (6) for k 0 = 0. In a similar way we can find a population travelling wave for all k 0 ≥ 0, the corresponding wave speed is obtained by replacing the term 2µ by 2µ + k 0 s. Genetic travelling wave. We simulated numerically equation (3) with initial condition
for some x 0 ∈ R, see Figure 3 . The population is initially divided into two regions, one towards the positive reals where the fittest individuals carry one deleterious mutation, the other towards the negative reals where the fittest individuals carry no mutation. The initial condition of the former region approximates the state of the population after one click of the ratchet, while that of the latter region approximates the state of the population when no click has occured. Thus, equation (10) corresponds to the situation where fit individuals from the bulk invade a region where the ratchet has clicked once. A travelling wave rapidly forms at the onset of the simulation. Such a wave connects the equilibrium given by (6) with k 0 = 0, to that with k 0 = 1, and corresponds to a genetic travelling wave. We do not prove the existence of such a wave. Nevertheless, we are able to give an upper bound on the speed at which individuals with no mutations spread. Let us suppose that the total population size U is non-increasing in space, as observed in the simulations. Then, the following bounds would hold,
Using these bounds in the equation for u 0 we obtain
A classical comparison argument (see Proposition 2.1 in [1] ) now shows that u 0 is bounded above by the solution to the linear equation
. This linear equation can be solved explicitly, and an argument taken from [43] , see Appendix B, shows that if u 0 is spreading at speed c, then
Comparing this bound with (9), we see that for a genetic travelling wave, c = O( √ s), while for a population travelling wave, c = O(1). As we assume weak selection, i.e., s ≪ 1, genetic travelling waves are much slower than population travelling waves. 
Simulations of the model
Spatial clicks at the front. In order to reproduce a range expansion, we considered a population initially at carrying capacity and mutation-selection balance, and then let it expand into an empty region of space. A typical simulation output is shown in Figure 4 . At the start of the simulation, the population is invading the new habitat at a constant speed, forming a stochastic population travelling wave, see Figure 4 , panel (a). Within each deme, the total population size and the genetic composition fluctuate around their deterministic values derived in (6), see Figure 4 panel (c).
Eventually, due to stronger genetic drift at the edge, the best type is lost from the front. The population is now divided into two spatial regions: one region towards the front, that has lost the best type; the other region towards the bulk where the best type remains present. By analogy with the non-spatial Muller's ratchet, we call this loss of the best type at the front a spatial click of the ratchet. The region where the ratchet has clicked rapidly approaches a Poisson distribution of mutations, with a slightly decreased total population size as predicted by (6) .
The situation is now a mixture of the two initial conditions considered in Figure 3 . The population has not yet colonized all the available demes, and it keeps on spreading according to a population travelling wave (whose speed is decreased due to the spatial click). Nevertheless, the population is now divided into two regions in a similar way to Figure 3 panel (b) , and we see the formation of an inner genetic wave. The genetic wave is much slower than the population wave. This can be understood from the calculations of Section 3.1. We have shown that the speed of genetic waves scales as O( √ s), and thus vanishes as the selection coefficient goes to 0. Conversely, for a fixed θ, the minimal speed of population waves, provided in equation (9), converges to a positive limit as s goes to 0. Thus, as we consider s ≪ 1, we expect genetic waves to be much slower than population waves, as observed.
After the first spatial click of the ratchet, the population returns to its original selectionmutation balance, except that each individual now bears an additional mutation. Eventually a new spatial click of the ratchet will occur, and subsequent clicks will occur repeatedly during the expansion, see Figure 4 . We can interpret these results in terms of expansion load. Recall that the expansion load refers to the additional loss in fitness due to range expansion. Initially, the population is at mutation-selection balance, and has a mutational load θ. After k clicks of the ratchet, the mean number of mutations at the front is θ + k. Thus in our context, the expansion load is given by the number of spatial clicks that the population has experienced. In order to quantify the speed at which expansion load is building, we need to compute the rate at which spatial clicks of the ratchet happen in the population.
Bulk dynamics.
After the ratchet has clicked several times, the bulk is divided into regions where the number of mutations of the fittest individuals corresponds to the number of clicks that the region has experienced. Each region has a fitness advantage compared to the adjacent region located towards the front, but has a fitness disadvantage compared to that towards the bulk. Thus each region is able to expand, forming a sequence of inner genetic waves, see Figure 4 panel (a). We are interested in the dynamics of these genetic waves.
Each wave separates two regions that have accumulated distinct numbers of mutations, and thus have distinct mean fitness. The speed of the wave increases with the fitness difference between these regions. After a single click of the ratchet, this fitness difference is s. All waves that separate regions where the ratchet has clicked once spread at the same average speed, leading to the parallel genetic waves observed in Figure 4 panel (a). However, we observe that "double clicks" of the ratchet occur: the best and second best class of individuals can be lost simultaneoulsy from the front, for example this is the case at t = 400 in Figure 4 . In this case, the fitness difference between the two sectors resulting from the click is 2s, and the corresponding genetic wave spreads faster. It is able to catch up the next genetic waves, leading to wave collisions as indicated by the black stars in Figure 4 . When two waves collide, the fitness difference between the two regions separated by the resulting wave increases, and thus the wave speeds up.
Interestingly, after several wave collisions, we observe that a genetic wave can split into two waves, as is indicated by the black square in Figure 4 (see also Figure 7 for an example of simulation where this split occurs earlier). This corresponds to an "inner" click of the ratchet: the best class of the genetic wave is lost from the front (of the genetic wave). The mechanism leading to such an inner click is the same as that leading to spatial clicks at the front of the population wave. Fit individuals at the front of a genetic wave have a high growth rate as they compete with individuals that have accumulated many deleterious mutations. If an individual from the second best class gets ahead, it can rapidly grow a large subpopulation that will further expand, creating a new genetic wave. We expect such an event to occur at a higher rate when the fitness difference between the sectors separated by the genetic wave is large.
The picture that emerges from the analysis of the dynamics of the bulk is the following. We can think of the bulk as a branching-coalescing system of particles: each genetic waves corresponds to a particle located at the front of that wave. Then the system has the following dynamics. Each particle follows a random motion, with an average speed towards the positive reals that increases with the fitness difference of the regions it separates. When two particles meet, i.e., when two genetic waves collide, they merge, and the resulting particle speeds up. Finally, when an inner click of the ratchet occurs, a new particle is created, and the two daughter particles are slower than their mother. Such a branching event occurs at a rate that increases with the fitness difference of the regions separated by the particle.
Impact of the Allee effect on the expansion load
We now aim to study the impact of an Allee effect on the expansion load, i.e., on the click rate in our context. Analysis of the formation of expansion load requires us to take into account genetic drift. Recall that a generator calculation suggests that a good approximation of our model that retains finite size fluctuations is given by equation (2) . The parameter that controls the strength of the Allee effect is B. However, we see from equation (2) that increasing B also increases the noise term, and hence increases genetic drift. Thus the parameter B has two antagonistic effects on the click rate: on the one hand it should reduce the click rate by increasing the strength of the Allee effect, and shifting the nature of the wave from pulled to pushed; on the other hand, it increases the click rate by reinforcing genetic drift, and hence gene surfing. In order to disantangle these two effects, we will study the impact of B on the scaling with N of the click rate. If the pulled/pushed nature of the wave does not impact expansion load, increasing B should only increase the strength of the drift and we expect a similar scaling of the click rate with N for different values of B.
A direct computation of the click rate from (2) is not feasible. We thus used simulations to assess the impact of B on the click rate. Starting from an initial condition similar to Figure 4 , we let the population expand, and record the time T 1 and spatial location n max 1 (T 1 ) − n max 1 (0) of the first spatial click of the ratchet, see Section 2 for a precise definition of these quantities. Figure 5 shows the time and location of this first click, averaged over several simulations, for various values of B and N . We have performed a similar analysis for the second and third clicks of the ratchet. The results, shown in Figure 8 , are qualitatively similar.
First, notice that for each fixed value of B, the mean time to the first click increases with N , i.e., the ratchet is slower for large population sizes. This is in agreement with our intuitive understanding of the ratchet, since increasing N reduces the strength of genetic drift and hence reduces gene surfing. Second, for a fixed value of N , increasing B either speeds up the ratchet if N is low, or slows it down if N is large. This observation can be explained intuitively as follows.
Recall that B has two antagonistic effects on the click rate: increasing the genetic drift, and increasing the gene flow from the bulk to the front. For low values of N , the population size in the bulk is low, and the gene flow from the bulk restores the genetic diversity at the front less efficiently than for large values of N . Thus increasing the gene flow from the bulk to the front has a larger impact on the click rate for large values of N . For low values of N , the increase of genetic drift with B prevails, while the converse holds for large values of N .
Let us now consider the scaling of the time to the first click, T 1 , with N . First, notice that for any value of B, T 1 scales faster than a power law with N . It is clear that N has more impact on T 1 for pushed waves, i.e., for large B, than for pulled waves. In the pulled case, even a large population size cannot reduce the rate of the spatial ratchet which remains almost constant. Conversely, in the pushed case, N has a drastic effect on T 1 : the ratchet clicks very fast for low N , but we see almost no click of the ratchet for large N .
We thus conclude that the Allee effect has a large impact on the click rate. For small values 
Discussion
Expansion load originates from the strong genetic drift induced by the low population size at the edge of an expanding population. From a modelling perspective, demography, spatial structure, stochasticity and selection are minimal ingredients to account for expansion load. Each of these features is known to make mathematical treatment harder, and thus building a tractable model for expansion load is challenging. In this work we proposed a model similar in spirit to [40] , but with two major differences: we greatly simplified the genetic structure of the population to that of a Muller's ratchet, and we introduced an Allee effect in the population, tuned by the parameter B. This simplification allowed us to prove rigorous results for the deterministic scaling of the model, however an analysis of the stochastic scaling (2) where the building of an expansion load occurs remained out of reach.
Among other factors that are known to impact the genetics of range expansion, such as density dependent migration [6] or long distance dispersal [14] , we have focused here on the impact of an Allee effect on expansion load. It is already understood from several studies that an Allee effect impedes gene surfing [5, 43, 17] . In agreement with these findings and our intuitive expectations, we have shown that adding an Allee effect to the population slows down the rate at which the ratchet clicks, and thus reduces the expansion load.
However, we observe in Figure 5 that increasing B continuously changes the scaling of the click rate with N . This disagrees with [43, 17] which predict a sharp qualitative difference between pulled and pushed waves. This also disagrees with [5] which predicts that changing the strength of the Allee effect should only impact the dynamics of the wave for B ∈ [2, 4] (where the wave is called semi-pushed), while we see a change over the entire range of B in our case. The above difference might originate from the coupled effect of the parameter B on the Allee effect and on the noise term in (2) , as discussed in Section 3.3. This coupling is specific to our model, and not a general feature of the Allee effect. One possible way to uncouple these two effects is to modify the transition rates in a similar way to [34] , or to model the Allee effect in a similar way to [25] by reducing the birth rate under a population size threshold.
Our model also relates to the vast literature on Muller's ratchet, see e.g. [35] and references therein. The effect of spatial structure on the dynamics of Muller's ratchet has already been investigated in [29] . They concluded that, for a fixed total population size, subdividing the population into smaller habitats reinforces Muller's ratchet, since genetic drift is enhanced in each single habitat. The setting we consider is different. The total population size is not fixed as we allow new subpopulations to grow in empty demes. We find that space has two effects on the ratchet. In the bulk of the population, we do not observe clicks of the ratchet. Spatial structure has a stabilizing effect: if the ratchet clicks in one deme, the best type can be reintroduced by migration from the adjacent demes. Conversely, in the front spatial structure causes low population size and thus speeds up the ratchet. Overall, our study shows that spatial structure can interact in a non-trivial way with Muller's ratchet.
We have considered the expansion of a population in a linear one-dimensional habitat. Multiple studies have also been concerned with range expansion in two dimensions, using microbial growth experiments on petri dishes [26, 27, 32, 22] or simulations [12, 39] . The typical set up of these studies is to place a drop containing two labelled strains in the centre of a petri dish, and to let them expand. The colony is rapidly separated into sectors where only one of the two strains is present, and the other is absent, see for example Figure 1 in [22] . These studies have examined the dynamics of these sectors, especially when there exists a fitness difference between the two strains. They have established that the boundary between two sectors should move towards the strain with the lower fitness, and gave an expression for the speed of the boundary in terms of the fitness difference [32, 26] .
In the context of the spatial Muller's ratchet, the major expected difference between one and two dimensions is the following. In one dimension, once the ratchet has clicked, best type individuals are trapped in the bulk of the population. The only way to restore the fitness at the front is that the genetic wave of fit individuals catches up with the population wave. We know that this is extremely unlikely, because the genetic wave is much slower than the population wave. In two dimensions, the front is a one-dimensional curve, and a click of the ratchet only removes best type individuals from a small part of it. The remaining best type individuals have a fitness advantage compared to individuals in demes where the ratchet has clicked, and according to the aforementioned studies, they should be able to remove the unfit individuals from the front. Thus, in two dimensions, a click of the ratchet does not irredeemably trap best type individuals in the bulk, and fitness should be restored by migration of fit individuals from parts of the front where the ratchet has not clicked.
In order to assess these predictions and to compare the behavior of our model to previous studies, we have realized simulations of the spatial Muller's ratchet on a two dimensional lattice. Demes are now indexed by Z 2 , the reproduction rules within each deme remain the same, but at each migration event individuals now choose one of the four adjacent demes with equal probability.
A key difference between our model and the microbial growth experiments is that the cells are non-motile and unable to migrate. In the spatial ratchet, the bulk of the population is dynamical, and fit individuals slowly expand according to genetic waves. In the growth experiments, cells in the bulk remain at their initial location, and the observed patterns correspond to a "frozen record" of the front at the time of colonization. In order to carry out the comparison between our model and the existing studies, we have depicted in Figure 6 the number of mutations in each deme at its colonization time, see Section 2 for the precise definition of this quantity. We emphasize the fact that this is not a snapshot of the population: in a snapshot the sectors are being taken over by fit individuals from the bulk and their shapes are not comparable to that of the sectors obtained in microbial growth experiments. For comparison, we have shown snapshots of the population in Figure 9 . As in the one-dimensional case, we observe in Figure 6 clicks of the ratchet leading to the formation of sectors with lower mean fitness. An achievement of the microbial growth experiments on petri dishes is to link the shape of these sectors to their relative fitness. If the strains that are placed on the petri dish have the same fitness, then the sectors should be "cone-shaped": the boundary between two sectors is wandering due to stochastic effects but does not have a preferential direction. Conversely, if one strain is fitter than the other, the sectors of the fitter strain should have a typical "funnel" shape, see for instance [22] , Figure 4 for examples of these two shapes. Most sectors in Figure 6 have a cone shape, indicating that the expansion is nearly neutral. Selection is too weak in these simulations to allow fit individuals to efficiently remove unfit individuals from the front. Nevertheless, we have indicated by a red dashed line a sector that has the typical shape of a selectively advantaged strain. Notice that the regions adjacent to this sector have experienced multiple clicks of the ratchet, and thus that the fitness advantage of this sector is large.
Apparently, in the parameter region we have considered, selection is not strong enough to reverse spatial clicks of the ratchet and efficiently restore fitness at the front. The dynamics of the sectors is nearly neutral, and we do not observe any major difference from the one-dimensional case. The pushed/pulled nature of the wave seems to have the same qualitative effect on the clicks of the ratchet as in the one-dimensional case. A better understanding of the two-dimensional case would require a more quantitative and thorough investigation, which goes beyond the scope of the present work.
During a range expansion, the front can accumulate mutations leading to an expansion load, but individuals in the bulk do not bear this additional burden. Thus, at each location in space, fitness should be slowly recovered through migration of fit individuals from the bulk: expansion load is a transient phenomenon [19, 39] . In the spatial Muller's ratchet we have a clear quantification of the rate of this fitness recovery. Fit individuals take over the population through inner genetic waves, with a speed proportional to the square root of their selective advantage. As discussed previously, on the one hand the speed of genetic waves can increase due to wave collisions. On the other hand, the speed of the population wave is decreased by the successive clicks of the ratchet. It is natural to ask whether the population wave is eventually caught up by a genetic wave. More generally, it would be interesting to study the long-term behavior of the spatial Muller's ratchet. A possible starting point is to approximate the dynamics of the bulk of the population by a branchingcoalescing particle system as described previously, and to study the asymptotic behavior of this simplified system.
The nature of population travelling waves changes from pulled to pushed at the critical value of B = 2/(1 − 2µ). It is interesting to ask whether such a transition occurs for genetic waves. From (7) , the per-capita growth rate of p 0 , the frequency of individuals without mutations, is
In a genetic travelling wave, the total population size U is almost constant, (it ranges from 1 − 2µ to 1 − 2µ − s). As we have the constraint ∑ p i = 1, we see that, roughly speaking, the maximal per-capita growth rate of p 0 is achieved for lower values p 0 . In our intuitive definition of pulled and pushed waves, this corresponds to the pulled case. In our model, genetic waves are always pulled, regardless of the value of B.
This essentially comes from the fact that we have considered a haploid population. The dynamics of the frequency p of a gene with fitness advantage s in a haploid population with local migration is given by the classical Fisher-KPP [16, 31] equation
which is the archetypical example of a pulled wave. Considering a diploid population where homozygotes have fitness 1 + 2αs and heterozygotes a fitness 1 + (α − 1)s leads to a special case of the so-called Allen-Cahn equation [2] ∂ t p = ∂ xx p + sp(1 − p)(2p + α − 1) that displays a transition from pulled to pushed waves when varying the parameter α. One could thus obtain pushed genetic waves by considering a diploid population with heterozygote advantage [3] .
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A Generator computations
A.1 Deterministic scaling
Let (n i,k (t); t ∈ R + , i ∈ Z, k ≥ 0) be the process described in Section 2, and recall that we have defined the renormalized process as
Let ϕ : R → R be a twice-differentiable function with compact support, and set
We expect a deterministic limit as N → ∞, so in order to identify the limit of the u k under this scaling, it is enough to consider the generator applied to functions of this form. If G N is the generator of u k , then
Thus we see that, provided u k is converging and m N /L 2 → m, the above quantity converges to
which suggests that in the limit (u k ) solves
A.2 Stochastic scaling
Consider a function ϕ : R Z × N → R that only depends on a finite number of coordinates, and suppose that ϕ is twice continuously differentiable. Under these assumptions, by making a Taylor expansion of ϕ at the point u = (u i,k ; i ∈ Z, k ≥ 0) and ignoring terms of order greater than 1/N 2 , we obtain the following expression for the generator G N of the process with population size N
) )
.
We suppose m ≪ r and that µ ≪ 1, so that we can neglect the mixed second order derivatives and discarding terms of O(1/N 2 ) we find that the generator of our rescaled process is approximately
Thus, for large N , and m fixed such that s, µ ≪ 1, m ≪ r, our process is well-approximated by the following set of stochastic differential equations,
where (W i,k ; i ∈ Z, k ≥ 0) are independent Brownian motions. Writing ⟨u k , ϕ⟩ = 1 L ∑ i∈Z u k (i/L)ϕ(i/L) as before and speeding up time by a factor of L 2 in order to obtain a diffusive rescaling and scaling N → LN (corresponding to replacing the population size in a deme by the local population density), we expect that as L → ∞ we should recover the system of stochastic partial differential equations where (Ẇ k ) k≥0 are independent space-time white-noises, see for example [4] , Section 2. Again, this derivation of the limiting process is only heuristic. Giving a rigorous proof of this result is a hard task.
B Spread of a linear wave
Let us consider the equation
with bounded initial condition v(0, x) = v 0 (x). The solution to this equation is
∫ R e − (x−y) 2 4mt e αt v 0 (y) dy.
Following [43] , let c ≥ 0 be some speed, then Hence, provided the integral is finite and c ≥ 2 √ mα (which is the case when v 0 is Heaviside), v(t, x + ct) goes to 0 uniformly on sets of the form [A, ∞) for A ∈ R. This shows that the process u of Section 3.1 cannot converge to a travelling wave solution with speed larger than 2 √ mα, i.e., larger than 2 √ msr(B(1 − 2µ) + 1) in this case. 
